Abstract -Transmission Network Expansion Planning method considers return rate based on Dependentchance bi-level programming method is presented in the paper. The upper level objective of the model is maximum realization rate of return rate being bigger than one realization level. The lower level programs have two sub-problems, one is social profit maximization in normal operation, the other is load shedding being lower than one realization rate in N-1 operation environment. Monte-Carlo method is adopted to mimic uncertain parameters. A hybrid algorithm combining Genetic algorithm and prime-dual interior point method is adopted to solve the proposed model. 18-bus system has been tested in the paper, the results prove proposed method is valid.
Introduction
Traditional transmission network expansion planning should ensure the optimal transmission network scheme with minimum investment cost and operation cost according to different load value in different planning period [1] . The perfect traditional transmission network expansion planning model is a complex uncertain dynamic multiobjective hybrid integer nonlinear programming model, the model is so complicated and hard to solve. So the model generally can be simplified from different factors [2] . With the development of mathematic algorithms and computing technologies, transmission network expansion planning model can be solved, it has two categories, one is mathematic programming methods, the other is heuristic algorithm.
In the process of transmission network expansion planning, some factors such as load and generators are variable, so certain programming method is hard to describe the problem, so traditional transmission network expansion planning has big challenges. In recent years, uncertain programming method [3] are used for market-based transmission network expansion planning problem [4, 5] , the optimal planning scheme has good flexibility to future environment.
With the development of bi-level programing theory, it is also applied in transmission network expansion planning problem [6, 7, 8] . Dependent-chance bi-level programming method is a one of bi-level programming method, in the paper, it is used for transmission network expansion planning problem. This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the dependent-chance bi-level programming and gives transmission network expansion planning model based on dependent-chance bi-level programming. Section III provides a brief description of algorithm to solve TNEP problem. Section IV shows the computational results. Section V summarizes the conclusions of the work.
Mathematical modeling

Dependent-chance bi-level programming
Dependent-chance bi-level programming is a leaderfollower structure. In this structure, the upper level program is the leader and the lower level program is the follower. The dependent-chance bi-level programing modeling is one of the uncertain bi-level programming which can be formulated as follows: 
Transmission network expansion planning modeling
The above dependent-chance programming is applied to transmission network expansion planning problem, which can be formulated as follows:
The upper-level objective
, ,
In the model, function (5) is the upper level program objective, F is the investment rate of transmission network. R is one ideal value called realization vale. Equation (6) is the function of F , Equation (7) is investment per year. In equation (6) and (7), ( ) 
Z is the maximum number of new-added line l.
The lower-lever program has two sub-problems, one is social profit maximization in normal operation, the other is the probability maximization of load curtailment less than one given value. Owe to the different operation condition, the two problems can be two isolate problems.
The first sub-problem objective
Max f x y B t C t
Equation (9) is the objective of the first lower-level program objective, it is social profit maximization objective, deciding vectors includes the upper-level program deciding vectors and the first lower-level program deciding vectors, such as generation power ,load, bus voltage, bus angle.
The first lower-level program constraints:
Equation (10) is the active power of generation bus i. Equation (11) is the active load of load bus j. Equation (12) is the power equilibrium. Equation (13) The second sub-problem objective:
Equation (15) is the second lower-level program objective, it is maximum probability of load curtailment less than an ideal value. r P is a given value of maximum load curtailment in N-1 operation condition.
The second sub-problem constraints:
Equation (16) is the active power constraint of the generation bus i. equation (17) is the active load constrain of the load bus j. Equation (18) T t can be gotten from the first sub-problem and it acts on the upper-level program objective, the load curtailment probability which gotten from the second sub-problem and it also reacts to the upperlevel program objective. While the upper-level program can get certain transmission network which have effect on the two sub-problems. 
2) New-added generation buses capacity The site and capacity of new-added generation plant obeys discrete probability distribution.
Equation (20) is the probability k p in capacity ik g of generation bus i. where 0 1
is the number of new-added generation buses.
3) Load value of new-added load buses
The load variety of new-added load bus i, its initial load value is 0 di P , then its variable value
Scenario simulation
Scenario simulation has four conditions: Scenario 1: suppose new-added generation bus capacitys meet discrete probability distribution (20) 
Computation of upper-level function probability
The computation of the upper-level probability is as follows:
The computation steps are as follows: 1) A given transmission network planning scheme, compute transmission network investment , ( ) 
6) Computing the first sub-problem to get transmission profit ( ) R y T t , the get the invest rate callback
Computation of lower-level function probability
The computation of the lower-level probability is as follows:
The computation steps are as follows: 
6) Computing load curtailment in N-1 operation conditions ;
Computation of lower-level function
The computation of the lower-level probability is as follows: 1) A given upper-level transmission network; 2) Prime-dual interior point is used to solve the first subproblem, active power of generation buses are gotten, then transmission service profit and jam-up profit are gotten, then transmission profits are gotten; 3) Prime-dual interior point is used to solve the second sub-problem, total load curtailments in N-1 operation are gotten; 4) Probability of load curtailment less than a given value is gotten, then the second sub-problem objective is gotten.
Computation of individual objective
The computation of the individual objective is as follows: 1) A given upper-level transmission network; 2) Prime-dual interior point is used to solve the first subproblem, active power of generation buses are gotten, then probability
{ }
Pr F R ≥ is gotten;
3) Prime-dual interior point is used to solve the second sub-problem, total load curtailments in N-1 probability { } objective is gotten. In the paper, genetic algorithm and prime-dual interior point method are mixed to solve the proposed models.
Case study
18-bus system is tested in the paper, the example is a simplified actual system in the western part of China with 18 buses and 27 branches which can be seen in [1] , In order to meet 'N-1' secure rule, all expandable branches in the network are supposed to have three candidate circuits. For simplification, the investment cost of one unit cost of one circuit is assumed to be 1 Million Yuan/km.
In the solution, two methods are used to solve the problem and are compared. One is certain method, the other is the proposed method. The result is shown in Fig. 1:   Fig. 1 . Comparison of two optimal networks in the 18-bus system.
From the Fig. 1 , we can see the planning scheme of proposed method has more lines than that of certain method, which adds 3-7, 5-6(2), 5-11, 5-12, 6-7(2), 6-13, 6-14, 11-12, 11-13, 14-15, which no adds 1-2(2), 4-7, 4-16, 7-9, 7-13(2), 7-15, 8-9(2), 17-18. The number of new-added lines of the proposed method is 31, while that of certain method is 30.
The investment callback and probability of certain method planning scheme in some random scenarios are compared with that of the proposed method. Two schemes are shown as follows:
Form the Table 1 , we can see the investment cost of the proposed mehod scheme is bigger than that of certain method scheme. the callback of the certain method scheme is bigger than that of the proposed method. But probability of the proposed method scheme is bigger than that of that of the certain method scheme. 
Conclusions
Dependent-chance bi-level programming method is applied in transmission network expansion planning problem in the paper, it realizes transmission network planning modeling and solving, by case study, the proposed method can get high return transmission network planning scheme, it improves the flexibility and adaptability of transmission network planning scheme. The proposed method in the paper exploits the study idea in transmission network expansion planning, establishes the basis of bilevel programming theory for transmission network expansion planning.
